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Diverse Functions of N-Cadherin in Dendritic
and Axonal Terminal Arborization
of Olfactory Projection Neurons

dent of sensory input (Jefferis et al., 2002); for instance,
the antennal lobe glomerular assembly, as well as the
axon terminal arborization pattern, are largely complete
before the first signs of olfactory receptor expression
(Jefferis et al., 2004). Thus, wiring seems to be controlled
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predominantly by genetic programs. The molecular logic
that underlies this striking wiring specificity is largely un-Summary
known.

We have focused on studying the wiring specificityThe cadherin superfamily of cell adhesion molecules
of the fly olfactory system from the perspective of thehave been proposed to play important roles in de-
second order PNs. Because lineage and birth order pro-termining synaptic specificity in developing nervous
vide important information to determine where a PNsystems. We examine the function of N-cadherin in
should send its dendrites, it is likely that PNs of differentDrosophila second order olfactory projection neurons
glomerular classes express different combinations of(PNs), each of which must selectively target their
transcription factors. A specific set of transcription fac-dendrites to one of �50 glomeruli. Our results do not
tors might then direct the expression of a unique combi-support an instructive role for N-cadherin in selecting
nation of cell surface receptors within PNs of a particulardendritic targets; rather, N-cadherin is essential for
glomerular class, allowing their dendrites to choose aPNs to restrict their dendrites to single glomeruli.
specific location in the antennal lobe and their axons toMosaic analyses suggest that N-cadherin mediates
exhibit a specific terminal arborization pattern in higherdendro-dendritic interactions between PNs and thus
olfactory centers. Indeed, we have recently found thatcontributes to refinement of PN dendrites to single
a pair of POU domain transcription factors, Acj6 andglomeruli. N-cadherin is also essential for the develop-
Drifter, are differentially expressed in the two main PNment of PN axon terminal arbors in two distinct central
lineages and regulate wiring specificity of PNs of thesetargets: regulating branch stability in the lateral horn
two lineages (Komiyama et al., 2003). While exploringand restricting high-order branching in the mushroom
other transcription factors that work together with thebody. Although the N-cadherin locus potentially en-
POU factors, we have started to examine cell surfacecodes eight alternatively spliced isoforms, transgenic
receptors that dictate wiring specificity in the olfac-expression of one isoform is sufficient to rescue all
tory circuit.phenotypes.

Cadherins are Ca2�-dependent cell adhesion proteins
that are attractive candidates for regulating wiringIntroduction
specificity in the developing nervous systems. They are
enriched in synaptic junctions, mediate synaptic adhe-The olfactory neural circuit presents a fascinating wiring
sions, and have considerable molecular diversity (Sha-problem. From flies to mammals, olfactory receptor neu-
piro and Colman, 1999). In a typical mammalian genome,rons (ORNs) expressing a common olfactory receptor
more than 20 genes encode different “classic” cadherinshave widely distributed cell body positions in sensory
(Yagi and Takeichi, 2000); in addition, families of proto-epithelia, yet their axons converge onto the same glo-
cadherins encode �50 proteins with variable extracellu-meruli in the antennal lobe/olfactory bulb, thereby form-
lar domains (Wu and Maniatis, 1999). Such diversity hasing the first spatial odor map in the brain (reviewed in
been proposed to function in the selection of specific

Axel, 1995; Buck, 2000; Keller and Vosshall, 2003). In
synaptic partners and for stabilizing specific synaptic

Drosophila, second order olfactory projection neurons
connections (Shapiro and Colman, 1999; Yagi and Take-

(PNs), the main postsynaptic targets of ORNs, send den- ichi, 2000). In Drosophila, N-cadherin shows expression
drites into specific glomeruli according to their lineage predominantly in the nervous system (Iwai et al., 1997)
and birth order (Jefferis et al., 2001). Furthermore, PNs of and plays essential functions in axon patterning in
a particular glomerular class exhibit stereotypical axon the embryonic nervous system (Iwai et al., 1997) and in
branching patterns and terminal fields in the lateral horn, targeting specificity of photoreceptor axons (Lee et al.,
one of the higher order olfactory centers, allowing ste- 2001). Recent genome analysis suggests that N-cadh-
reotypical transfer and transformation of olfactory infor- erin is alternatively spliced to generate eight distinct
mation farther into the brain (Marin et al., 2002; Wong isoforms with variations in three pairs of exons encoding
et al., 2002). Thus, during the construction of the fly parts of the extracellular domain and the transmem-
olfactory system, a given ORN must choose one of �50 brane domain (FlyBase; see also Iwai et al., 1997). In
glomeruli to target its axons, while a given PN must also addition to N-cadherin, the fly genome contains a highly
choose one of �50 glomeruli to target its dendrites, and similar gene, N-cadherin2, located next to the N-cadh-
furthermore the PN must coordinate its dendritic target erin genomic locus (FlyBase); a gene encoding E-cadh-
choice with its axon terminal arborization pattern in erin, which is expressed primarily in epithelial cells
higher olfactory centers. Evidence suggests that at least including neural precursors (Dumstrei et al., 2003; Tep-
the initial development of the olfactory circuit is indepen- ass et al., 1996; Uemura et al., 1996); and several other

cadherin superfamily members (Hynes and Zhao, 2000).
Do cadherins play a role in wiring specificity of the*Correspondence: lluo@stanford.edu
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olfactory system? Do the various isoforms of N-cadherin
contribute to this function? Here we examine the roles
of Drosophila N-cadherin in the wiring of olfactory neural
circuits, focusing primarily on its role in controlling the
connectivity of projection neurons.

Results

To study cell-autonomous functions of candidate genes
for their roles in PN wiring specificity, we used the
MARCM strategy (Lee and Luo, 1999) to generate posi-
tively labeled homozygous mutant clones in an other-
wise unlabeled and largely heterozygous genetic back-
ground. We focus our analysis on projection neurons
that express GH146-GAL4, which accounts for �90 of
the estimated 150–200 PNs (Stocker et al., 1997). The
majority of GH146-positive PNs (from here on referred
to as PNs) are of the anterodorsal (adPNs) and lateral
(lPNs) neuroblast lineages that innervate stereotypical,
intercalated, yet nonoverlapping sets of glomeruli (Jef-
feris et al., 2001). These PNs can be visualized as neuro-
blast clones (Figures 1A1 and 1B1) or single-cell clones
(Figures 1C1–1F1) using MARCM. We tested strong
loss-of-function mutants in a number of cadherin super-
family cell adhesion molecules including N-cadherin,
E-cadherin, Flamingo, Fat, and Dachsous (Hynes and
Zhao, 2000). The only mutant that shows a detectable
phenotype in PN dendrite or axon patterning is N-cadherin,
on which we will focus the rest of this study. We have
exclusively used the allele N-cadherinM19, which appears
to be a complete loss-of-function allele: it contains a
stop codon in the extracellular domain, is nearly protein
null when assayed with an antibody against an extracel-
lular epitope before the stop codon, and it behaves
genetically as a null in embryonic nervous system pat-
terning (Iwai et al., 1997).

N-cadherin is widely expressed in the olfactory sys-
tem. It is concentrated in the developing adult-specific
antennal lobe from early pupal stages, with contribu-
tions from both PN dendrites and, later on, ORN axons
(Figure 2; Jefferis et al., 2004; Hummel and Zipursky,
2004 [this issue of Neuron]). It is also highly enriched
in higher olfactory centers where PN axons terminate,
including the entire mushroom body calyx and the lateral
horn, throughout development and in the adult (data
not shown).

N-Cadherin Is Required for Uniglomerular
Targeting of PN Dendrites
When MARCM clones are induced in newly hatched
larvae, neuroblast clones from anterodorsal and lateral

top to bottom in (A1) and (A2), which are mounted from slightly
different angles.
(C–F) Representative single-cell clones (n � 50 for DL1; n � 6 for

Figure 1. N-Cadherin Phenotype in Projection Neuron Dendrites other classes). The dashed white lines in (C2)–(F2) mark the bound-
aries of the presumed target glomeruli.Representative confocal images of PN MARCM clones of wild-type

(A1–F1) and N-cadherin�/� (A2–F2) highlighting their dendritic projec- Unless indicated otherwise, all images in this and subsequent fig-
ures are maximum intensity Z projections of confocal stacks; dorsaltion in the antennal lobe.

(A and B) Representative neuroblast clones (n � 20 for each cate- is uppermost and medial is on the left. Similarly, unless indicated
otherwise, brains are stained with anti-mouse CD8 antibody to labelgory). Arrows in (A2) and (B2) indicate examples of ectopic dendritic

innervation. Arrowhead in (A2) points to the lack of complete innerva- projection neurons of MARCM clones (green) and counterstained
with anti-nc82 antibody to label the antennal lobe (magenta).tion of VA1lm. Glomeruli DA1, VA1d, and VA1lm are outlined from
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1A2). On the other hand, glomeruli appropriate for the
lineage are often less fully occupied when compared
with wild-type (e.g., VA1lm as indicated by arrowhead
in Figure 1A2). There is also a noticeable distortion of
glomerular pattern as revealed by staining for a neuropil
marker using monoclonal antibody nc82 (magenta in all
panels), although in most cases individual glomeruli can
still be clearly identified.

To examine dendritic targeting at higher resolution,
we analyzed single-cell clones. Our previous analyses
have revealed that single-cell clones induced during the
first 24 hr after larval hatching invariably belong to the
DL1 class (Jefferis et al., 2001), allowing us to identify
DL1 single-cell clones independent of the glomerular
innervation pattern. We generated N-cadherin�/� and
wild-type DL1 single-cell clones by heat shock induc-
tion of mitotic recombination shortly after larval hatch-
ing. A comparison of N-cadherin�/� and wild-type DL1
single-cell clones (Figure 1C2 versus 1C1) revealed that
N-cadherin�/� DL1 PNs still target the majority of their
dendrites to the DL1 glomerulus. However, unlike wild-
type DL1 PNs (which target all their dendrites to the
DL1 glomerulus), a significant fraction of dendrites in
N-cadherin�/� PNs spread to several neighboring glo-
meruli with a preference for the glomerulus DL5, which
is innervated by embryonic born PNs from the same
adNb lineage (E.C. Marin and L.L., unpublished observa-
tion). At the same time, the density of dendritic mass
within DL1 is reduced in N-cadherin�/� PN single-cell
clones.

To analyze DA1 class of single-cell clones, we per-
formed MARCM analysis using Mz19-GAL4, which la-
bels three specific glomerular classes of PNs: VA1d and
DC3 from the adNb lineage and DA1 from the lNb lineage
(Jefferis et al., 2004). Therefore, lateral single-cell clones
generated using Mz19-GAL4 will invariably belong to

Figure 2. N-Cadherin Regulates Projection Neuron Dendritic Re- DA1 class. In N-cadherin mutant MARCM single-cell
finement during Development

clones from the lateral lineage, the PN dendrites still
Representative confocal images of dendrites of wild-type (A1–D1) target to DA1 but show significant spread to neighboring
and N-cadherin�/� (A2–D2) single-cell DL1 MARCM clones (n � 4) at

glomeruli (compare Figures 1E1 and 1E2). This phenotypedifferent developmental stages as indicated (hours after puparium
is qualitatively similar to that of the DL1 single-cellformation). The arrows in (A2) indicate the dendritic processes shoot-
clones.ing out of the antennal lobe. Pupal brains from 18 hr (A1 and A2) and

24 hr (B1 and B2) APF were stained with rabbit anti-GFP antibody To extend our studies of DL1 and DA1 PNs to other
in green to label MARCM clones and rat anti-N-cadherin antibody PN classes at single-cell resolution, we induced MARCM
in magenta to label the developing antennal lobe. Some samples clones (examined with GH146-GAL4) at a late develop-
are unavoidably mounted at slightly different angles (e.g., B1 versus mental stage (40 to 72 hr after larval hatching). Single-
B2), contributing to seemingly different degree of dendritic spread.

cell clones generated during this time window generally
belong to a large number of glomerular classes besides
DL1 (Jefferis et al., 2001). Although we have no indepen-

lineages each include �30–35 PNs, all of which are dedi- dent molecular markers to distinguish most PN classes,
cated to the adult olfactory circuit; these adPNs and we find that dendritic processes in the vast majority of
lPNs innervate approximately 13 and 12 glomeruli, re- single-cell clones tend to arborize mainly in a specific
spectively (Jefferis et al., 2001). Compared to wild-type glomerulus. In most cases we could infer the glomerular
neuroblast clones (Figures 1A1 and 1B1), PNs homozy- class of single-cell PN clones by the entry of the main
gous for the N-cadherinM19 allele (N-cadherin�/�) target dendritic process to a glomerulus, with time of clone
their dendrites to approximately the same stereotypical induction and lineage providing corroborating evidence.
set of glomeruli appropriate for their lineage (Figures In all PN single-cell clones examined, the phenotypes
1A2 and 1B2). However, several defects are evident. Den- are strikingly similar to that of DL1 and DA1: (1) a reduc-
drites targeted to a particular glomerulus are no longer tion of dendritic density in the major target glomerulus
restricted within the confines of that glomerulus; the and (2) spreading of dendrites to a number of neigh-
general dendritic distribution is more diffuse compared boring glomeruli. Figures 1D and 1F show examples
with controls. As a consequence, glomeruli that are not of two different PN classes, VM7 PNs from the same
appropriate for the lineage are often partially innervated anterodorsal lineage as DL1 and DL3 PNs from the lat-

eral lineage as DA1.(e.g., DA1 for adPNs as indicated by arrow in Figure
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Taken together, these data indicate that N-cadherin tic neurons (Shapiro and Colman, 1999). Since substan-
tial PN dendritic refinement occurs between 18 and 50is not required for coarse targeting of PN dendrites to

class-specific locations in the antennal lobe for at least hr APF, after ORN axon arrival, ORN axons could play
a role in this process. It is thus attractive to postulatetwo (DL1 and DA1) and likely all classes of PNs exam-

ined. Instead, N-cadherin is required by all PN classes that N-cadherin mediates adhesion between ORN axons
and PN dendrites, thereby contributing to uniglomerularexamined to restrict their dendrites to a single target glo-

merulus. restriction of PN dendrites. To test this hypothesis, we
examined the behavior of heterozygous (and phenotypi-
cally wild-type) PNs when ORNs are predominantly ho-Developmental Origin of N-Cadherin
mozygous mutant for N-cadherin.Dendritic Phenotypes

We used eyeless-FLP (eyFLP) in combination with aPN dendritic development has recently been character-
cell lethal mutant (Newsome et al., 2000) to generateized in detail (Jefferis et al., 2004). At 18 hr after puparium
large N-cadherin�/� ORN clones. eyFLP is expressed information (18 hr APF), when pioneering axons of olfac-
antenna and maxillary palp precursors but not in thetory receptor neurons (ORNs) have just reached the pe-
antennal lobe (Hummel et al., 2003). When eyFLP is usedriphery of the antennal lobe, PN dendrites already show
in combination with a cell lethal mutation in trans to thesubstantial growth and patterning: PN dendrites occupy
mutation of interest, 85%–90% of ORNs are homozy-stereotypic locations in the antennal lobe such that a
gous for the mutation of interest (D. Berdnik and L.L.,prototypical dendritic map has already formed in the
unpublished observations), presumably after FLP-medi-absence of ORN axons. However, dendrites from indi-
ated mitotic recombination because their siblings arevidual PN classes still occupy a larger fraction of the
homozygous for the cell lethal mutation and are thusantennal lobe at 18 hr APF compared to adult. Restric-
eliminated (Newsome et al., 2000). To visualize dendritiction of the dendritic field of individual PNs to single
projections of defined PN classes, we again made useglomeruli occurs in the next 30 hr concomitant with
of Mz19-GAL4, which is expressed in PNs innervat-invasion of ORN axons and maturation of glomeruli (as
ing three glomeruli: DA1 and VA1d in the anterior anten-visualized by nc82 staining). Glial processes then start
nal lobe (see Figure 3A1) and DC3 in the posteriorto invade the antennal lobe to wrap individual glomeruli
(Jefferis et al., 2004). We found that, consistent with thefrom 50 hr APF (Figures 2A1–2D1; Jefferis et al., 2004).
important roles of N-cadherin in ORN axon targetingThus, PN dendritic development can be operationally
(Hummel and Zipursky, 2004), when the majority ofseparated into two stages. In the first stage (0–18 hr
ORNs are N-cadherin�/�, there is a severe disruption ofAPF), PNs target their dendrites to an approximate loca-
glomerular development as judged by nc82 staining.tion, establishing distinctive yet overlapping patterns
Glomerular borders are blurred and individual glomeruliof innervation in the antennal lobe independent of
are no longer identifiable (compare magenta in FiguresORNs. In the second stage (18–50 hr APF), PN dendrites
3A1 and 3A2). Despite this general perturbation, Mz19-are refined to achieve uniglomerular innervation. This

second stage of PN development could be influenced positive PN dendrites still target to a dorsolateral region
by ORN axons. At what stage is N-cadherin function of the anterior part of the antennal lobe, where VA1d and
required? DA1 glomeruli normally reside (Figure 3A2). However,

To address this question, we compared the morphol- because of the disruption of glomerular structure, it is
ogy of N-cadherin�/� PNs with that of wild-type PNs impossible to judge the degree to which these dend-
during development in DL1 single-cell MARCM clones. rites are confined to their appropriate target glomeruli,
We found that at 18 hr APF, N-cadherin�/� PNs target although the dendrites appear more diffuse than in
their dendrites to the same class-specific location as controls.
their wild-type counterparts in single-cell DL1 clones We then examined PN dendritic development when
(Figure 2A). Because wild-type dendrites are still quite most ORNs are N-cadherin�/� at 50 hr APF; at this stage,
diffuse with numerous filopodial spikes at this stage, it is wild-type PN dendrites have completed their uniglomer-
difficult to assess quantitatively whether N-cadherin�/� ular refinement (Figures 2D and 3A3; Jefferis et al., 2004).
dendrites are more diffuse than in wild-type animals. We found that the dendrites of Mz19-positive PNs have
However, we did notice one qualitative distinction: refined normally even though ORNs are predominantly
dendritic branches often shoot out of the developing N-cadherin�/� (compare Figures 3A4 and 3A3), despite
antennal lobe in mutants (arrows in Figure 2A2; 4 out of disruption of glomerular development as judged by
4 DL1 single-cell clones), which was not observed in nc82 staining. This experiment strongly suggests that
any of the wild-type samples. As development pro- N-cadherin in ORN axons is not essential for PN den-
ceeds, wild-type PNs gradually restrict their dendrites to dritic refinement, in contrast to its requirement in PNs
innervate discrete glomeruli (Figures 2A1–2D1), whereas for this process (Figure 2B). Rather, the diffuse appear-
N-cadherin�/� PN dendrites fail to fully refine and do not ance of Mz19-positive PN dendrites in adults but not 50
show uniglomerular innervation by 50 hr APF (Figures hr APF pupae suggests a function for ORNs in stabilizing
2A2–2D2). These observations indicate that N-cadherin PN dendrites after their initial refinement. Alternatively,
is not essential for initial PN dendritic targeting, but this pattern could reflect an indirect consequence of
rather is required for PN dendritic refinement. antennal lobe disorganization when the majority of

ORNs are devoid of N-cadherin.
We next tested whether disruption of N-cadherin inLack of Evidence for N-Cadherin Mediating

ORN-PN Interaction PNs would have an effect on ORN axon development.
We generated N-cadherin�/� neuroblast clones in PNsCadherins have been postulated to play an important

role in synaptic adhesion between pre- and postsynap- by MARCM and visualized the development of a specific
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zation of Or47b-expressing ORNs, as visualized by anti-
CD2 staining, is restricted to the VA1lm glomerulus (Fig-
ure 3B2, green), indistinguishable from wild-type con-
trols (Figure 3B1). These data do not support the notion
that N-cadherin-mediated ORN-PN interactions play a
role in ORN axon targeting in the antennal lobe, at least
for the Or47b class of ORNs. Moreover, since the mutant
VA1lm PN dendrites spread outside VA1lm, whereas the
ORN axons are not affected, ORNs are unlikely to use
their target PN dendrites as a primary cue to determine
their axon targeting.

Evidence that N-Cadherin Mediates
Dendro-Dendritic Interactions among PNs
We have demonstrated that N-cadherin is required in
PNs before 50 hr APF to restrict their dendritic targeting.
Since N-cadherin expression in ORN axons is not re-
quired in this dendritic refinement process (Figure 3A)
and glial processes do not invade the antennal lobe until
after 50 hr APF (Jefferis et al., 2004), we hypothesized
that N-cadherin may mediate homophilic interactions
among PN dendrites.

To test this hypothesis, we used a strategy called
reverse MARCM (Lee et al., 2000). In this strategy, the
tubulin-Gal80 transgene is introduced on the same chro-
mosome arm as the N-cadherin mutant, distal to the
FRT site. In this way, the GFP-labeled cells are now
homozygous wild-type, whereas the invisible twin spot
of the labeled clone (the sister cell of the labeled clone
after mitotic recombination, and all its progeny) is
N-cadherin�/�. We induced mitotic recombination at an
early larval stage (0–8 hr after larval hatching). At this
stage, all neuroblasts are arrested for their proliferation

Figure 3. Test for N-Cadherin-Mediated Interaction between PN except for 4 neuroblasts that contribute to the mush-
Dendrites and ORN Axons room body neurons and a lateral neuroblast, giving rise
(A) Effect of N-cadherin�/� ORN axons on PN dendritic morphology. to local interneurons of the antennal lobe and lateral
Unlabeled wild-type (A1 and A3) and N-cadherin�/� (A2 and A4) ORN

PNs (Ito and Hotta, 1992; Stocker et al., 1997). Despiteclones were generated with Eyeless promoter driven expression of
the arrest of cell division in the anterodorsal neuroblast,the FLP recombinase. A subset of PNs were visualized with Mz19-
FLP induction via heat shock can still produce clonesGAL4 driven expression of UAS-mCD8-GFP. Brains from adults (n �

10 for both A1 and A2) and 50 hr APF (n � 14 and 8 for A3 and A4, (single-cell clones are invariably DL1 from 0 to 24 hr
respectively) were examined for PN dendritic morphology and gave after larval hatching), presumably because the arrest
consistent results as shown in these representative images. occurs at the G2 stage when duplicated chromosomes
(B) Effect of N-cadherin�/� PN dendrites on axon projection from

can undergo recombination. Therefore, if we induce re-OR-47b ORNs. Axonal morphologies of ORNs expressing Or47b
verse MARCM clones in early larvae and generate awere compared in brain hemispheres with no clones (B1, n � 15)
labeled single-cell DL1 clone that is homozygousand with both N-cadherin�/� adNb and vNb PN MARCM clones (B2,

n � 5). Axonal projections of Or47b ORNs were labeled by the wild-type, the invisible twin spot will inevitably be a
Or47b-CD2 transgene and visualized with anti-CD2 antibody (green, N-cadherin�/� neuroblast clone containing all the later
becomes white when overlay over nc82 staining in magenta). born DL1 PNs as well as later-born anterodorsal PNs

of other glomerular classes (Figure 4A; Jefferis et al.,
2001). We reasoned that if N-cadherin mediates homo-class of ORN axon using a transgene in which the Or47b

promoter drives CD2 expression (see Experimental Pro- philic interactions among PN dendrites, then labeled
N-cadherin�/� DL1 PNs developing in an environmentcedures). Axons from ORNs expressing the Or47b odor-

ant receptor normally converge onto the VA1lm glomeru- in which neighboring dendrites (and in particular
other DL1 PN dendrites) are N-cadherin�/� might exhibitlus (Figure 3B1; Vosshall et al., 2000); PNs innervating

VA1lm belong to both anterodorsal and ventral lineages dendritic spillover phenotypes similar to those of
N-cadherin�/� DL1 clones in the “forward” MARCM set-(Marin et al., 2002). When we generated heat shock-

induced N-cadherin�/� MARCM clones at early larval ting (Figure 1C2).
Indeed, we observed that DL1 reverse MARCM clonesstages, in about 10% of cases we generated an antero-

dorsal and a ventral neuroblast clone in the same brain show significant dendritic spillover into neighboring glo-
meruli including DL5 and DL2 (Figures 4C and 4D, com-hemisphere. In the brain hemispheres containing double

neuroblast clones, all the GH146-positive PNs innervat- pare with Figure 4B). Moreover, in 6/16 clones examined,
there are also dendritic processes shooting out of theing VA1lm are N-cadherin�/� and show severe dendritic

overspill (data not shown). However, the axonal arbori- antennal lobe (arrow in Figure 4D), a phenotype never
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Figure 4. N-Cadherin Mediates Dendro-Den-
dritic Interactions among Projection Neurons

(A) Schematic diagram of the method used
to generate DL1 single-cell reverse MARCM
clones. Note that the green GFP-labeled sin-
gle cell is the only DL1 PN that is wild-type
for N-cadherin.
(B–E) Characterization of N-cadherin DL1 re-
verse MARCM phenotype in adults, showing
representative images of normal (B), strong
overspill (C), and severe overspill (D) dendritic
phenotypes of DL1 reverse MARCM clones.
Dashed lines in (B)–(D) mark the glomerular
boundary as judged by nc82 staining (ma-
genta). The arrow in (D) indicates a dendritic
process shooting out of the antennal lobe.
Quantifications of DL1 phenotypes of control
and N-cadherin reverse MARCM clones are
shown in (E).
(F and G) Representative images of N-cadherin
reverse MARCM phenotypes at 18 hr (F) and
50 hr (G) APF. The arrows in (F) and (G) indi-
cate dendritic processes shooting out of
the antennal lobe. 18 hr APF brains were
stained with anti-GFP antibody (green) and
anti-N-cadherin antibody (magenta).

observed in wild-type clones. To quantitatively assess dendritic refinement. The simplest interpretation is that
N-cadherin mediates dendro-dendritic interactions thatthe phenotype, we performed a blind scoring of DL1

control and reverse MARCM clones. We scored the den- allow individual PNs to refine their dendritic targeting
to single glomeruli (see Discussion).dritic overspill of DL1 clones as one of four classes:

normal, weak, strong, or severe overspill. This blind test
revealed that 15/16 wild-type DL1 clones fell into the N-Cadherin Controls Stereotypical Terminal

Arborization of PN Axonsnormal category, whereas 15/16 reverse MARCM clones
fell into weak (9), strong (3), or severe (3) overspill cate- We next investigated N-cadherin’s function in PN axon

development by examining N-cadherin�/� neuroblastgories (Figure 4E). Further, we found that the N-cadherin
reverse MARCM phenotypes occur early in pupal devel- and single-cell MARCM clones (Figure 5). We found that

in mutant neuroblast and single-cell clones (compareopment. At 18 hr APF, we observed dendritic processes
shooting out of the antennal lobe in three of the six Figures 5A2–5C2 with 5A1–5C1), N-cadherin�/� PN axons

follow the correct trajectory and arborize in the mush-samples (Figure 4F), a phenotype similar to forward
MARCM (Figure 2). At 50 hr APF, overspill phenotypes room body calyx and the lateral horn, indicating that

N-cadherin is not required for PN axon growth and guid-similar to the strong or severe phenotypes in the adults
were observed in 9 of the 19 samples examined (Figure ance to higher olfactory centers. At the target regions,

the axon arborizations of N-cadherin�/� adNb clones4G). Thus, the onset of the reverse MARCM phenotype
coincides with dendritic refinement (Figure 2). appear to be less extensive in the lateral horn, but more

profuse in the mushroom body calyx, than in wild-typeIn summary, N-cadherin mutant dendrites in an other-
wise normal environment overspill beyond their glomer- animals (compare Figures 5A2 with 5A1), suggesting that

N-cadherin may function in PN axon terminal arbori-ular target (Figure 1); wild-type dendrites in an environ-
ment where some surrounding PN dendrites are mutant zation.

To study the effect of N-cadherin on PN axons atfor N-cadherin also overspill beyond their glomerular
target (Figure 4); both these phenotypes arise during single-cell resolution, we examined the axonal arboriza-
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Figure 5. N-Cadherin Phenotypes in Projec-
tion Neuron Axons

Representative confocal images of axons of
wild-type (A1–C1) and N-cadherin�/� (A2–C2)
PN MARCM clones. A1 and A2 show antero-
dorsal neuroblast clones. Dashed lines circle
the mushroom body calyx (MB) and lateral
horn region (LH) as judged by nc82 staining.
The arrows in (A1) and (A2) indicate the
dorsal axon bundles of the adNb. (B1) and (B2)
show axons of single-cell clones of DL1 PNs.
Arrows indicate the presence (B1) and ab-
sence (B2) of the dorsal branch. See Figures
7E and 7F for MB branch quantification. (C1)
and (C2) show axons of VM7 PNs. The white
and yellow arrows indicate the medial and
lateral dorsal branches, respectively.

tion pattern of DL1 single-cell clones in the lateral horn. which we have sufficient numbers). We found a 50%
increase in the number of axon terminals in the mush-Wild-type DL1 single-cell clones exhibit stereotypical

axonal branching patterns in the lateral horn area, char- room body calyx of N-cadherin�/� DL1 clones compared
with wild-type (Figure 7E). This change is not due to anacterized by the presence of a major dorsal branch and

a lateral branch (Figure 5B1; Marin et al., 2002). In increase of primary branches, but rather is caused by a
marked increase of the number of higher order branchesN-cadherin�/� DL1 single-cell clones, however, the dor-

sal axon branch is invariably missing, whereas the lateral (Figure 7F). These data suggest that N-cadherin plays
a role in restricting high-order axon terminal branchingbranch is not affected (Figure 5B2). This phenotype is

100% penetrant (n � 50). and likely the total number of synaptic connections
made by PNs in the mushroom body calyx.To ascertain whether loss of N-cadherin affects other

classes of PN axons that project dorsally in the lateral
horn, we selected among single-cell clones generated N-Cadherin Is Required for Dorsal Axon Branch

Stability in the Lateral Hornduring the mid-larval period (see Figures 1D and 1F)
samples for which (1) we can assess the glomerular To investigate the mechanisms of axon arborization de-

fects in N-cadherin mutant PNs, we compared the devel-class by the major dendritic branch entry point to the
glomerulus, (2) we have several examples for a particular opmental time course of PN terminal arborization in wild-

type and single-cell DL1 clones. The dorsal axon branchclass, and (3) lateral horn arborization includes stereo-
typical dorsal branch(s). PNs of the VM7 class fulfill in DL1 PNs is formed by a process of collateral extension

(Jefferis et al., 2004). We found that as in wild-type,these criteria; every wild-type single-cell clones we ex-
amined (n � 15) has two dorsal branches, one closer to dorsal axon branches formed normally in N-cadherin�/�

DL1 clones by 36 hr APF in all four samples examinedthe medial edge of the lateral horn (as the dorsal branch
in DL1) and one in the middle of the lateral horn (Figure (Figure 6A2, compared with 6A1). However, these dorsal

axon branches are not seen in pupae at 42 or 50 hr APF5C1; Marin et al., 2002). Intriguingly, only the more lateral
of the two dorsal branches is missing in N-cadherin�/� (Figures 5B and 5C; n � 3 and 6, respectively). These

observations indicate that N-cadherin does not affectVM7 PNs (n � 5/5), whereas the more medial dorsal
branch and the main lateral branch are not affected the initial extension of the dorsal axon branches, but

rather functions in stabilizing them.(Figure 5C2). These results suggest that N-cadherin
affects a highly specific subset of PN dorsal axon We also tried to determine the origin of the exuberant

branching phenotype of N-cadherin mutant axons in thebranches in the lateral horn.
In the mushroom body calyx, wild-type PNs usually mushroom body calyx. The miniature scale and numer-

ous filopodia-like structures of DL1 collaterals at pupalexhibit a few collateral branches that end in large bou-
tons likely to be synapses (Yasuyama et al., 2002). stages made it impossible for us to quantitatively assess

the axon branching phenotype in the mushroom bodyN-cadherin�/� DL1 clones appear to have more axon
terminals and branches than wild-type (Figure 5B2 com- calyx during development. However, it appears that

there are more axon branches in mutant than in wild-pared with Figure 5B1). We quantified the axon branches
and terminals in the mushroom body calyx of wild-type type animals from 36 hr APF (Figure 6A). This phenotype

persists during later pupal stages (Figures 6B and 6C).and N-cadherin�/� single-cell clones of the DL1 class (of
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Figure 6. N-Cadherin Controls Axonal Branch
Stability in DL1 PNs

Representative images of axons of wild-type
(A1–C1) and N-cadherin�/� DL1 (A2–C2) single-
cell clones at 36 hr (A), 42 hr (B), and 50 hr
(C) APF. Note the presence of two dorsal
branches in wild-type DL1 clones at 36 hr
APF (arrows in A1). Also note in the N-cadherin
mutant clones the dorsal branches (indicated
by the arrows) are present at 36 hr APF (A2)
but are missing at 42 hr and 50 hr APF (B2

and C2).

This observation suggests that unlike the axonal pheno- normal one dorsal axon branch, there were two dorsal
branches in the lateral horn area (Figure 7D1). This phe-type in the lateral horn, the branching phenotype in the

mushroom body calyx may arise at an earlier stage dur- nomenon was also occasionally observed in wild-type
DL1 single-cell clones during pupal stages, but nevering development. In the first case, N-cadherin appears

to play a late stabilization role, while in the calyx in adult (data not shown; Jefferis et al., 2004). This phe-
notype is consistent with the idea that N-cadherin stabi-N-cadherin may be required from early stages to limit

high-order branching. lizes the dorsal axon branches in the lateral horn—
perhaps a higher level of N-cadherin can stabilize
branches that would otherwise be transient.Transgenic Expression of a Single Isoform

of N-Cadherin Rescues All Phenotypes Remarkably, when N-cadherin (7a, 13a, 18a) was in-
troduced into N-cadherin�/� mutant MARCM clones, weThe N-cadherin locus in the Drosophila genome poten-

tially encodes eight different protein isoforms via alter- found that PN phenotypes were rescued in all three
structures (antennal lobe, mushroom body calyx, andnative mRNA splicing (FlyBase). Specifically, each of

exons 7, 13, and 18 has two alternative forms, namely lateral horn). In both adNb and lNb mutant clones ex-
pressing UAS-N-cadherin (7a, 13a, 18a), PN dendrites7a and 7b, 13a and 13b, and 18a and 18b, with exons

7 and 13 corresponding to extracellular cadherin repeats are restricted to the appropriate sets of glomeruli (Fig-
ures 7A3 and B3, compare with Figures 7A2 and B2). Inand exon 18 corresponding to the transmembrane do-

main. To test whether multiple isoforms are required for single-cell DL1 clones, N-cadherin (7a, 13a, 18a) expres-
sion is sufficient to restore wild-type DL1 uniglomerularN-cadherin function in PN dendritic and axonal terminal

arborization, we expressed a transgene encoding one dendritic innervation (Figure 7C3, compare with Figure
7C2). The missing dorsal axon branch phenotype in theparticular isoform, N-cadherin (7a, 13a, 18a) (Iwai et al.,

1997), in N-cadherin null mutant PNs to see to what lateral horn area is also restored (Figure 7D3, compare
with Figure 7D2). Finally, the numbers of axonal terminalsextent this isoform could rescue the different mutant

phenotypes. This experiment is possible because, in and branches in the mushroom body calyx are also
reduced toward wild-type values (Figures 7E and 7F).addition to its ability to generate positively labeled

clones of mutant or wild-type PNs, MARCM can be used These data indicate that diverse N-cadherin isoforms
are not necessary for PN dendritic targeting in theto express transgenes only in those same labeled PNs.

We first tested whether MARCM expression of UAS- antennal lobe, for restricting high order axon terminal
branching in the mushroom body, or for stabilizing highlyN-cadherin (7a, 13a, 18a) in labeled wild-type PNs would

generate any phenotypes. In both neuroblast and single- specific axon terminal branches in the lateral horn.
These rescue experiments also verify that the MARCMcell DL1 clones, expression of UAS-N-cadherin (7a, 13a,

18a) does not result in detectable phenotypes in den- phenotypes reported in this study are caused by the
mutation in the N-cadherin gene, rather than potentialdrites (Figures 7A1–7C1). It also does not cause changes

in axonal branches in the mushroom bodies (Figure 7E). other background mutations on the same chromosomal
arm. In addition, since the transgene is only expressedHowever, an interesting phenotype can be seen in axons

of single-cell DL1 clones in the lateral horn. In 47% of in labeled neurons, these rescue experiments rule out
the possibility that the phenotypes observed in MARCMthe samples (n � 17), we observed that instead of the
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experiments are caused by nonautonomous effects of Dendro-Dendritic Interaction in Restricting
Dendritic Targeting: A Novel FunctionN-cadherin loss in unlabeled mutant clones of cells that
for N-Cadherindo not express GH146-GAL4.
Our study nevertheless has uncovered an important and
novel function for N-cadherin in restricting dendritic tar-Discussion
geting to single glomeruli. Every PN class we examined
exhibited a remarkably similar phenotype: instead ofN-Cadherin and Synaptic Specificity
dendrites of a single PN targeting to a single glomerulus,Cadherin superfamily members in vertebrates have
dendrites from N-cadherin mutant PNs spread to neigh-been proposed to play important roles in regulating the
boring glomeruli. Developmental studies revealed a ma-specificity of synaptic connections in the developing
jor function of N-cadherin in dendritic refinement. Innervous system, based on their expression patterns,
wild-type animals, dendrites from a single PN initiallysynaptic localization, selective adhesive properties, and
occupy a proportionally larger area of the antennal lobe,molecular diversity (Shapiro and Colman, 1999; Yagi
presumably overlapping with dendrites of other PNand Takeichi, 2000). Drosophila N-cadherin has been
classes. They then refine their dendritic domain to singleproposed to play similar functions in the wiring of the
glomeruli by 50 hr APF, concomitant with glomerularvisual system (Lee et al., 2001). Given the complex wiring
maturation (Figure 2; Jefferis et al., 2004). N-cadherinproblem in the olfactory system, cadherins are attractive
mutant dendrites initially occupy dendritic domains ofcandidates for cell surface proteins involved in selecting
roughly similar size, but they then fail to restrict theirsynaptic partners between different classes of ORNs
domains to a single glomerulus.and PNs. Indeed, Drosophila N-cadherin is highly ex-

Dendritic refinement of second order olfactory neu-pressed in the antennal lobe with contributions from
rons appears to be a common feature in both flies andboth ORNs and PNs (Jefferis et al., 2004; Hummel and
mammals. Mammalian mitral/tufted cells, equivalent toZipursky, 2004). However, the genetic analyses de-
PNs, also send their apical dendrites into several glo-scribed here do not support an instructive role for
merular structures during early development, subse-N-cadherin in determining olfactory wiring specificity in
quently refining to a single glomerulus (Malun andthe antennal lobe.
Brunjes, 1996). The mechanism of this refinement isDevelopmental studies reveal that the dendrites of
unclear. Interestingly, loss of odor-evoked neuronal ac-N-cadherin mutant PNs occupy the same positions as
tivity of ORNs does not affect mitral cell dendritic refine-their wild-type counterparts during early pupal develop-
ment (Lin et al., 2000). Likewise, Drosophila PN dendriticment, arguing against a function for N-cadherin in initial
refinement occurs before any OR receptor expressiondendritic targeting. Furthermore, N-cadherin�/� dorsal
and before morphologically mature synapses are de-and lateral neuroblast clones largely preserved their
tected in the antennal lobe (Devaud et al., 2003), sug-dendritic innervation pattern. It remains possible that
gesting an activity-independent process.N-cadherin may function in determining individual PN

What kind of cell-cell interactions does N-cadheringlomerular choices within either the dorsal or lateral
mediate during PN dendritic refinement? Previously,

neuroblast lineage. However, analysis of single-cell
N-cadherin has been proposed to mediate axonal target

clones of DL1 and DA1 class (of which we have indepen-
selection in the visual system of Drosophila (Lee et al.,

dent criteria to verify their identities) argues against this
2001). During development, PN dendritic refinement co-

possibility. On the other hand, the dendritic overspill incides with ORN axonal invasion into the antennal lobe;
phenotype is observed in every N-cadherin�/� single- N-cadherin is expressed in both ORNs and PNs at this
cell clones, supporting a permissive role of N-cadherin time. Based on these observations, it is attractive to
in determining connection specificity in the antennal hypothesize that N-cadherin mediates homophilic inter-
lobe. Analysis of the role of N-cadherin in ORNs also actions between ORN axons and PN dendrites to refine
does not support a major instructive role in target selec- neural processes. However, we did not find any positive
tion of ORN axons (Hummel and Zipursky, 2004). evidence for N-cadherin-mediated interaction between

The fact that the N-cadherin locus encodes eight alter- ORN axons and PN dendrites in PN dendritic refinement.
natively spliced isoforms makes it attractive to suppose Rather, the reverse MARCM analysis demonstrates that
that this molecular diversity is used for selective synap- N-cadherin in other PNs of the same lineage, including
tic adhesion, thereby contributing to synaptic specific- PNs that occupy the same glomerulus, is required for
ity. Yet we have shown that UAS-GAL4-mediated trans- the uniglomerular targeting of wild-type PNs.
gene expression of a single isoform is sufficient to What cellular mechanisms could explain both the au-
rescue dendritic overspill phenotypes of all classes of tonomous and nonautonomous effects of N-cadherin
PNs examined. This observation suggests that differen- in uniglomerular targeting? The simplest model is that
tial expression of N-cadherin at the level of transcription N-cadherin expressed on the surface of PN dendrites
or alternative splicing is not required for PN dendritic confers proper adhesiveness to the dendrite during and
targeting specificity. after the initial targeting event. Loss of N-cadherin re-

At present we cannot rule out the possibility that sults in reduced cell adhesion, allowing dendrites to
N-cadherin plays an instructive role in determining tar- more easily invade the neighboring glomeruli or shooting
geting specificity of a subset of PNs that we have not out of the confines of the antennal lobe. The non-cell-
analyzed (for instance GH146-negative PNs). It is also autonomous effect of N-cadherin revealed by the re-
possible that N-cadherin may play a role in connection verse MARCM analysis suggests that their interaction
specificity in higher olfactory centers, especially in the partners are dendrites of other PNs, most likely of the

same class and thereby occupying the same generallateral horn (see below).
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Figure 7. Transgene Expression of One Isoform Rescues N-cadherin Null Phenotypes in PNs

(A–D) Representative images of MARCM expression of UAS-N-cadherin (7a, 13a, 18a) in wild-type (A1–D1, OE for overexpression) and N-cadherin
mutant (A3–D3, Rescue) PNs, compared with representative images of N-cadherin�/� PNs (A2–D2, Ncad�/�). adNb (A1–A3), lNb (B1–B3), and DL1
single-cell (C1–C3) dendrites are shown. (D1)–(D3) show DL1 axons. n � 10 in each panel. Arrows in (D1) and (D3) indicate the dorsal branches
in the lateral horn. Note two dorsal axon branches are present in DL1 single-cell clones overexpressing the N-cadherin (7a, 13a, 18a)
transgene (D1).
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domain. In this scenario, direct PN dendrite-dendrite neurons. In addition to its important roles in restricting
the dendrites of each PN to a single glomerulus in theinteraction mediated by N-cadherin contributes to con-

fining dendrites to individual glomeruli. antennal lobe, N-cadherin is required for PN axon termi-
nal arborization in both the mushroom body and theOther alternative scenarios are less likely. For in-

stance, the reverse MARCM phenotype could be ex- lateral horn. Do these diverse functions of N-cadherin
reflect local actions of N-cadherin in these three sites,plained if altered PN patterning as a result of the unla-

beled mutant neuroblast clones leads to altered ORN or could N-cadherin directly act in one site, with the
phenotypes in other sites being secondary conse-axons, which then indirectly affect the labeled wild-type

PN. However, at least at the VA1lm glomerulus, we show quences due to intraneuronal communication? Several
lines of evidence support the notion that N-cadherinthat altered PN dendritic patterning does not result in

a corresponding alteration of ORN axon arborization. acts locally and independently in PN dendrites and ax-
ons. First, N-cadherin is highly expressed in all threeSince N-cadherin is expressed in all PN classes, it

must work together with other cell surface proteins sites. Second, based on developmental analysis of the
mutant phenotype, N-cadherin is required in overlap-eventually to refine dendrites to their class-specific glo-

meruli. Some of these cell surface proteins may allow ping time windows in these three sites. For instance,
the antennal lobe phenotype suggests a continuous roledendrites to be targeted to their appropriate spatial loca-

tions; others may mediate repulsive interactions among of N-cadherin from before 18 hr APF to close to 50 hr
APF, whereas its function in the lateral horn for DL1 PNsdendrites of different PN classes.
appears to be at 36–42 hr APF. The lack of clear-cut
sequential actions makes the intraneuronal communica-Implications for Cellular Interactions
tion model less likely. Lastly, N-cadherin affects the den-in the Construction of the Olfactory Circuit
drites of all classes of PNs but the axons of only a subsetin the Antennal Lobe
of PNs. For instance, although N-cadherin mutant DA1We have recently proposed, based primarily on the de-
single-cell clones exhibited dendritic phenotypes, thevelopmental timing of PN dendritic patterning and ORN
highly specific targeting of lateral horn terminal arboriza-axon arrival, as well as studies of cellular constituents
tion to the anterior corner for the DA1 PN (Marin et al.,of the developing antennal lobe, that PN-PN interactions
2002) was unaffected in N-cadherin mutant (data notare utilized in creating a prototypic dendritic map before
shown). Such uncoupling argues against the intraneu-the arrival of ORN axons (Jefferis et al., 2004). Further-
ronal signaling model.more, as functional studies from mammals to moths

Interestingly, axonal phenotypes in the two higher or-suggest an autonomous role for ORNs in organizing
der olfactory centers appear qualitatively different. Inglomerular pattern, we propose that ORN axons and PN

dendrites may be capable of generating independent the lateral horn, where PN axon terminal arborization is
maps; ORN-PN interaction would then enable the regis- highly stereotyped according to glomerular class (Marin
tration of the two maps with one another (Jefferis et al., et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002), we observed a strikingly
2004). Analysis of the N-cadherin mutant phenotype and specific perturbation of selective terminal branches in
the interaction between mutant ORNs or PNs lends sup- two classes of PNs. Developmental studies clearly dem-
port to these hypotheses. First, we show that PN-PN onstrate that N-cadherin affects lateral horn axon termi-
interactions do occur and are essential at least for the nal branch stability, rather than its initial growth. This
uniglomerular targeting of dendrites. Second, the fact represents, to our knowledge, the first demonstration
that dendritic overspill of PNs does not result in a corre- of selective stabilization of terminal branches mediated
sponding ORN axon overspill supports the view that by a cadherin, which may well be important in establish-
ORNs deploy targeting strategies independent of their ing the specificity of synaptic connection of PN axons
future postsynaptic partners. At the same time, disrup- with their postsynaptic targets. Because of the lack of
tion of N-cadherin in ORNs does not affect the initial knowledge about the postsynaptic neurons and their
dendritic refinement of those neurons. It is possible that dendritic fields in the lateral horn, the significance of
further ORN-PN interaction during the synapse matura- loss of particular branches in synaptic specificity shall
tion period could play a stabilizing role in the mainte- await future investigations. Finally, it was previously
nance of synaptic connections, possibly explaining why shown that the DL1 dorsal axon branch was also specifi-
disruption of N-cadherin in ORNs results in a more dif- cally disrupted in PNs deprived of the POU transcription
fuse dendritic projection in adult. factor Acj6 (Komiyama et al., 2003). Interestingly, these

ultimately similar phenotypes are mechanistically dis-
tinct: Acj6 affects dorsal branch formation, whereasDiverse Functions of N-Cadherin in a Single Type

of Neuron N-cadherin affects its stabilization.
The axonal branching pattern of PNs in the mushroomOur analysis has revealed that N-cadherin has diverse

functions in a single type of neuron, olfactory projection body is considerably less stereotyped than that in the

(E) Quantification of the number of axon terminals in the mushroom body calyx in DL1 single-cell clones. t tests: wt versus Ncad, p � 0.0005;
Ncad versus Rescue, p � 0.0012; wt versus Rescue, p � 0.0176.
(F) Quantification of axon branching order of DL1 single-cell clones in mushroom body calyx. A first order axon branch is defined as a branch
that branches out from the main PN axon tract, and a second order axon branch is defined as an branch that branches out from a first order
axon branch, etc.
In (E) and (F), error bars represent standard error of the mean. wt, wild-type (n � 10); NCad, N-cadherin mutants (n � 10); Rescue, MARCM
expression of UAS-N-cadherin (7a, 13a, 18a) in N-cadherin mutant PNs (n � 10); OE, MARCM overexpression of UAS-N-cadherin (7a, 13a,
18a) in wild-type PNs (n � 7).
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3D Reconstructionlateral horn in wild-type animals (Marin et al., 2002).
Confocal stacks of DL1 axons were imported into Neurolucida (Mi-Here, at least for one class of PNs (DL1), N-cadherin
crobrightfield, Colchester, VT), and the GFP signals were manuallyfunctions to restrict exuberant higher-order branches,
reconstructed. The number of axon terminals and branches were

in contrast to its role in stabilizing selected branches in counted with Neuroexplorer.
the lateral horn for the same class of PNs.
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